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We have developed this Guidebook in collaboration with the other members of The 

Working Ensemble!. Their names (with institutional affiliations) appear in alphabetical 
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Marguerite Bonous-Hammarth, University of California, Irvine 

Tony Chambers, Michigan State University 

Leonard S. Goldberg, University of Richmond 

Cynthia S.Johnson, California State University, Long Beach 
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Many other persons contributed to the Guidebook and to the thinking of the Ensemble. 

KC Boatsman, of UCLA was a member of the original Ensemble and a contributor to . 

Versions I & II. Lisa Tsui, also of UCLA, began working with the ensemble during the 

development ofVersion III. Gloria Bonilla-Santiago (Rutgers State University) partici

pated in the early stages of the Ensemble's work and Julie Ramsey served as a liaison from 

Gettysburg College, a member institution with a project that is also funded by the Eisen

hower Leadership Program. 

We also want to acknowledge Susan Denker, Deborah Golder, Marcy Levy, and Tracy 

Tyree, graduate students at the University of Maryland who provided assistance to 

mell1bers of the Ensemble throughout the project. 

1 We chose the label ensemble to indicate that we viewed ourselves as a group that strives to function 
like a musical ensemble-different instruments and different players performing different parts but 
seeking to create a harmonic whole-the "music" (our leadership model)-that none of us could 
create individually. 



We were fortunate in that one of our own ensemble members, Kathy Shellogg, decided 

to use the model in her own Eisenhower Program project. Basically, her project has 

evolved into an application of the Social Change Model described in this Guidebook. 

The principal product from her project, An Application Guidebook for the Social Change 

Model of Leadership Development (St. Norbert College), has also been deposited 

with the same two organizations listed above. A brief description of the Application 

Guidebook can be found in the Appendix to this Guidebook. 

We encourage you to try out the model presented in this Guidebook in your own work. 

If you use or develop any related training materials or documents in connection with 

your attempt to apply the Model, and if you feel these materials could be used by others, 

please deposit copies with the Clearinghouses so that others can benefit from your 

knowledge and experience. 

While the Guidebook is copyrighted, you have our permission to copy parts of it for 

noncommercial educational purposes, with the proviso that you make the appropriate 

attribution of authorship and share with the Clearinghouses any resulting documents that 

might be produced. 

Helen S. Astin and Alexander W Astin 

Co-Principal Investigators 

Higher Education Research Institute-University of California, Los Angeles 

January, 1996 
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CELEBRATING INDIVIDUALISM AND COLLABORATION: 

A MUSICAL METAPHOR 

One of the major dilemmas confronting any modern democratic society is how to recon

cile the twin values individualism and community. The leadership model proposed in this 

Guidebook confronts the same dilemma: it is basically collaborative in approach, yet it 

purports to value individual diversity. It is easy to say that we "honor and celebrate" diver

sity and the "uniqueness and individuality" of each person, but quite another thing to 

make it work in a collaborative group setting. Is it really possible to achieve true 

collaboration within a highly diverse group without sacrificing the individuality of its 

members? Is it possible that collaboration can even be enhanced by diversity within the 

leadership development group? 

In thinking about these questions we have tried to search for real-life examples of 

successful collaborative efforts that also value and celebrate individuality. The field of 

human endeavor that immediately came to mind was music. Practically all forms of music, 

from rock to country to jazz to classical-afford us an opportunity to see not only how 

collaboration and individualism can coexist, but also how these two values can be mutu

ally enhancing. It goes without saying that good ensemble music requires collaboration. 

Yet, a successful musical ensemble not only "celebrates" the individuality of its members; 

it requires it. The very essence of beautiful music is that it simultaneously combines 

uniquely different sounds. These sounds are diverse not only with respect to rhythm and 

pitch but also with respect to the quality of sound produced by each different instrument 

or voice. Imagine how awful an ensemble would sound if everybody played or sang the 

same notes or played the same instrument in exactly the same way. And even when we 

have people playing the same notes with the same instrument, as, for example, in a violin 

section of a symphony orchestra, the richness and beauty of the overall sound depends 

upon the diversity of tones produced by the different violinists. If every player in a violin 

section produced exactly the same quality of tone, the subjective effect would be 

boring, if not unpleasant. 

Practically every type of ensemble music can also "showcase" individual virtuosity. In clas

sical music the concerto form celebrates the virtuoso pianist or violinist, while grand 

opera celebrates vocal virtuosity. The individual virtuoso is, of course, supported by the 

larger ensemble as part of the "community effort." In that uniquely American musical 

form that we call improvised jazz, we often find a more "democratic" showcasing of virtu

osity, where each member of the jazz ensemble is afforded an opportunity to solo while 

the other members provide accompaniment. 
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Another way of using this music metaphor is to see any piece of music as consisting of 

melody (the individual) and harmony (the group or "collection" of individuals). The 

musical effect of an individual melodic line can be enhanced or enriched if it is 

"accompanied" by one or more other melodic lines that complement ("harmonize with") 

it. Similarly, we could say that the musical value or effect of the "accompaniment" would 

be substantially reduced if we eliminated the "melody." The key element here is that the 

two or more melodies that create the "harmonic effect" can be in some way different 

from each other (i.e., pitch, time, voice, instrument, or tone quality). The unique 

beauty of ensemble music requires such differences. 

Does the metaphor of ensemble music provide us with any clues as to how we might 

creat~ a genuinely collaborative leadership development group while still celebrating the 

individuality of each member? Some insight into how this might be answered can be 

gained by examining just how it is that musical ensembles are able to function effectively. 

To begin with, there must be some agreement among the musicians as to just what music 

is to be played, in what key, and at what tempo. This basic agreement is dearly analogous 

to the shared values that we seek to discover in forging a common purpose for the group. 

Unless the group members can agree upon what the basic purpose and function of the 

group should be, it will be very difficult to develop any real collaboration. Not only must 

there be some sure understanding of what the purposes and functions of the leadership 

group are, but each member must understand what his or her particular part or contri

bution will be (the "division oflabor"). These understandings are analogous, of course, 

to the agreements that musicians must reach about what music is to be played, what the 

proper tempo should be, and who will play which instrument or sing which part. 

Next we have the very important issue of technical competence. Unless the indi

vidual musicians have achieved a certain level of technical competence in singing or 

playing their instruments, they can become a drag on the rest of the group and detract 

from the overall performance of the ensemble. Technical competence in the functioning 

of small groups is an issue that has received far too little attention in the literature on 

collaborative leadership. While our educational system helps most students acquire 

adequate technical skills in reading, writing, and speaking, it provides very little formal 

training in listening, not to mention empathy, tolerance, teamwork, mediation, and other 

group skills that members need to collaborate effectively. Could it be that many 

students avoid getting involved in collaborative efforts to effect social change because they 

feel they would not really be very good at it? Could it be that students would value and 

enjoy becoming social change agents more if they understood more about how to func

tion effectively in small groups? Clearly, most students have had little formal opportunity 

to develop the critical skills which are needed for collaborating in small groups. If they 
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were more skilled at group work, perhaps they would find it far more appealing to 

become "leaders" or active participants in social change efforts. 

A close correlate of individual technical competence in a musical ensemble is self-knowl

edge. Each musician must have a good understanding of his or her technical compe

tencies and limitations. In this way, the musicians can avoid tackling music that is too 

difficult or, if the ensemble decides to play such music, either drop out or practice suffi

ciently to acquire the level of skill needed to play the music competently. Clearly, if you 

are participating in a leadership development group, it is important not only to know 

what knowledge and talents you can contribute to the group effort, but also to be able 

to acknowledge areas where you lack the requisite knowledge and skill and, if necessary, 

to be willing to exert the effort needed to acquire the needed competence in these areas. 

Knowledge of self, of course, is closely aligned with knowledge of others. Any compe

tent musician knows that good ensemble work depends in part on knowing each 

other's skills and proclivities. Such knowledge is important not· only in deciding what 

music the ensemble should play but also in enabling each musician to help other 

musicians play their parts with maximum effectiveness. The parallel with leadership devel

opment groups is obvious: knowing the other group members' values, passions, talents, 

skills, and limitations is of critical importance in attempting to define a common 

purpose that is achievable and to which all the members can commit themselves. 

Furthermore, each member can provide critical feedback to other members as a 

means of enhancing their self-knowledge. 

Another necessary ingredient in an effectively functioning musical ensemble is that the 

individual players or singers must fisten to each other. In some ways this is the most 

fundamental requirement of all. Imagine how absurd a musical ensemble would sound 

if the players were either unwilling to listen to each other or unable to hear each other. 

The analogous requirement in leadership development would to be the willingness and 

ability of each student to understand and empathize with other group members. As long 

as the students see the group merely as a forum for expressing their individual views, there 

is no need to "listen" to each other. Unless students are able and willing to understand 

and listen to each other, it will be very difficult to create any real sense of collaboration. 

Still another requirement of a good musical ensemble is that each musician must have a 

sense of the whole. It is not enough just to know your part and to play it well, but one 

must also have a sense of how the entire ensemble sounds and of how the performance 

of each musician contributes to the whole. In a leadership development group, it is 

equally important for each participant to have a similar "big picture": How are we doing? 
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Are we clear about our common purpose? Are we making real progress toward realizing 

that purpose? 

The final criterion might be called respect. Each ensemble player or singer intu

itively realizes that every other member of the ensemble performs a key role in creating 

the overall community effort. Respect comes not only from understanding that each 

performer contributes importandy to the whole, but also from the realization that other 

performers have acquired the technical competence needed to play their parts at a high 

level of excellence. The parallels here for a leadership development group are obvious. 

It goes without saying that these seven criteria that have been abstracted from our musical 

metaphor--shared values, technical competence, self-knowledge, knowledge of other 

group members, the ability to listen, a sense of the whole, and respect-are closely inter

dependent. Thus, your interest in listening to and understanding your group peers 

will be greater if you have mutual respect for and understand each other, and if you 

believe that you and they share similar values. At the same time, to identify these areas of 

shared or common values, you must first take the trouble to listen to and understand each 

other. Finally, neither self-knowledge, shared values nor a willingness to listen to each 

other will be sufficient to form an effective collaborative effort. You and the other 

members will need to acquire the knowledge and technical competencies to carry out 

the tasks required by a leadership development activity aimed at social change. 
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PREAMBLE 

Higher education has a vital role to play in educating each new generation of leaders. 

Effective leadership is an especially acute issue in modern American society; given its 

increasing complexity and the fluidity and its myriad social, economic, political and educa

tional problems. These problems and pressures faced by our institutions call particularly 

for transformational leadership. The diversity of people and institutions in higher 

education provide us with the challenge and the opportunity to expand our notions 

about leadership and its development based on a model embedded in values and 

collective action. 

Colleges and universities provide rich opportunities for recruiting and developing 

leaders through the curriculum and co-curriculum. Co-curricular experiences not 

only support and augment the students' formal classroom and curricular experience, but 

can also create powerful learning opportunities for leadership development through 

collaborative group projects that serve the institution or the community. These projects 

can be implemented through residential living, service learning, community work, 

and student organizations, or through groups created to meet the challenges of our 

present situations (task forces, ad hoc study groups, etc.). 

A leader is not necessarily a person who holds some formal position of leadership or who 

is perceived as a leader by others. Rather, we regard a leader as one who is able to effect 

positive change for the betterment of others, the community, and society. All people, in 

other words, are potential leaders. Moreover, the process of leadership cannot be 

described simply in terms of the behavior of an individual; rather, leadership involves 

collaborative relationships that lead to collective action grounded in the shared values of 

people who work together to effect positive change. 

The notions of leader as change agent and of leadership as collective action to effect social 

change suggest that a conscious focus on values should be at the core of any leadership 

development effort. We believe that any new program in leadership development 

should focus not only on the value implications of any proposed social change, but also 

on the personal values of the leaders themselves. While some academic colleagues may 

be uncomfortable with our advocacy of a "values-based" approach, we feel strongly that 

any educational program is inevitably based on values, and that there is a need to embrace 

common human values such as self-knowledge, service, and collaboration to guide our 

common civic agendas. A similar viewpoint has recently been expressed in the national 

report, An American Imperative, Higher Expectations for Higher Education (Wingspread 

Group on Higher Education Staff, 1993). 
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We dedicate ourselves to the design and dissemination of a value-based leadership devel

opment model which will assist student affairs staff, faculty, and other campus educators 

in their efforts to prepare a new generation of effective leaders for social change. We 

believe that we must transform the way we conceptualize and practice leadership as we 

move to confront the challenges of the 21 st Century. 

The model described in the next section attempts to summarize and integrate the key 

concepts about leadership development that have evolved through the Working 

Ensemble's many hours of discussion and deliberation. As already indicated, the current 

version of the model has also been shaped in substantial ways by participants at the Airlie 

House Conference, in the preconference workshops of NACA, ACPA, NASPA, AAHE, 

and participants at the 1995 National Leadership symposium in Rhode Island. To 

provide a context for understanding the model, we shall first review certain basic 

assumptions on which it is predicated. 
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THE MODEL 

In understanding the leadership model presented here, it is necessary to assume that a 

"leadership development group" has been formed, and that the group intends to 

engage in some form of change-action project2 as the primary vehicle for developing 

leadership skills. (Issues related to the formation of such a group and identifying appro

priate service projects are discussed later.) 

BASIC PREMISES 

... This model is inclusive, in that it is designed to enhance the development of 

leadership qualities in all participants-those who hold formal leadership positions 
as well as those who do not-and to promote a process that is inclusive and 

actively engages all who wish to contribute . 

... Leadership is viewed as a process rather than as a position . 

... The model explicitly promotes the values of equity, social justice, self-knowledge, 
personal empowerment, collaboration, citizenship, and service . 

... "Service"3 provides a powerful vehicle for developing student leadership capabili

ties in a collaborative environment. Learning happens by "making meaning" of life 

expenences . 

... While the model was initially designed to assist professionals in the field of student 

affairs who are engaged (or wish to engage) in facilitating leadership development 
among students, we have come to realize that it can also be useful to faculty and 
academic administrators or to students who are interested in undertaking leader

ship development projects on their own . 

... The model is only one of many possible models ofleadership development. It is 
presented as a working framework that is subject to regular revision and refinement 

based on the experience of those who use it. Practitioners and students may well 
find certain elements in the model to be more applicable or relevant than others. 

Moreover, different types of institutions may need to make some modifications in 
accordance with their institutional missions. 

2 We use the terms "service" and "change-action" interchangeably. 

3 Our use of the term "Service" in intended to describe activities that serve the common good. 
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... The model has two primary goals: 

1. To enhance student learning and development; more specifically, to develop 

in each student participant greater: 

... Self-knowledge: understanding of one's talents, values, and interests, espe

cially as these relate to the student's capacity to provide effective leadership . 

... Leadership competence: the capacity to mobilize oneself and others to 

serve and to work collaboratively. 

2. To facilitate positive social change at the institution or in the community. 

That is, to undertake actions which will help the institution! community to 
function more effectively and humanely. 

Since our approach to leadership development is embedded in collaboration and 

concerned with fostering positive social change, the model examines leadership devel

opment from three different perspectives or levels: 

The Individual: What personal qualities are we attempting to foster and 
develop in those who participate in a leadership development program? What 

personal qualities are most supportive of group functioning and positive social 
change? 

The Group: How can the collaborative leadership development process be 

designed not only to facilitate the development of the desired individual 
qualities (above) but also to effect positive social change? 

The Community ISociety: Toward what social ends is the leadership 

development activity directed? What kinds of service activities are most effec
tive in energizing the group and in developing desired personal qualities in 
the individual? 

The connections among these three levels can be illustrated schematically in Figure 1. 

Arrow "a" indicates that the nature of the group process depends in part on the personal 

qualities of the individual "leaders" who make up the leadership development group. Arrow 

"b" symbolizes the reciprocal effect of the group on the individual. Much of what happens 

in any leadership development effort (and much like the work of a musical ensemble) is 

that it involves a continuous feedback loop between the group and the individual 

(a -> b -> a, etc.). Arrow "c" symbolizes the service activity ("music"), where the group 

focuses its energies in an effort to effect positive change in something outside 

of itself. Arrow" d" indicates that how the outside community (i.e., service recipient or 

"audience") responds will inevitably affect the group process. The feedback loop 

suggested by arrows "c" and "d" thus symbolizes the byplay between the group and the 
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Group 

Individual 
Society/ 

Community 

Figure 1. Three components of the leadership development model 

community that necessarily occurs during any leadership activity which is designed to 

effect change. 

Arrow "e" symbolizes the direct engagement of the individual in the service activity. The 

final arrow ("f") indicates that the individual can be direcdy affected by engagement in 

the change-action project. However, some of the most important community feedback 

to the individual occurs indirectly; where individual students are able to compare their 

own direct experience of the service activity (arrow "f") with that of other group 

members (arrows "d" and "b")4. 

In our many hours of discussion and debate, it became clear to each of us in the 

Ensemble that values were at the core of what we considered to be the critical 

elements in our leadership development model. In addition to Change, the "hub" around 

4 Some of us wanted to draw the circles as overlapping in order to emphasize the interactive and reci
procal nature of the model. Mter a few such attempts, however, we decided against the idea 
because the resulting diagrams looked too cluttered and confusing. 
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which our evolving model was being developed, there were seven other critical values 

about which we could agree: 

A Collaboration 

A Consciousness of self 

A Commitment 

A Congruence 

A Common Purpose 

A Controversy with Civility 

A Citizenship 

Since it happens that there are seven values in this list and they all begin with the letter 

C, we dubbed these as the "7 C's" of leadership development for social change. These 

values, in turn, can be organized within the three levels of the model (Figure 2), as 

follows: 

Individual Values 

A Consciousness of self 

A Congruence 

A Commitment 

Group Process Values 

A Collaboration 

A Common Purpose 

A Controversy with Civility 

Community/Societal Values 

A Citizenship 

A CHANGE 

CHANGE, of course, is the value "hub" which gives meaning and purpose to the 7 C's. 

Change, in other words, is the ultimate goal of the creative process ofleadership--to make 

a better world and a better society for self and others. 
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• Consciousness of 
self 

• Congruence 
• Commitment 

Individual Values 

• Collaboration 
• Common purpose 
• Controversy with 

civility 

Group Values 

• Citizenship 

Societal! 
Community Values 

Figure 2. The 7 C's organized by level of focus 

Following are brief definitions of each of the "Seven C's." (See pp 31-69 for more 

extended essays on each "C"): 

Consciousness of self means being aware of the beliefS, values, attitudes, and emotions that 

motivate one to take action. 

Congruence refers to thinking, feeling, and behaving with consistency, genuineness, authen

ticity, and honesty toward others. Congruent persons are those whose actions are 

consistent with their most deeply-held beliefS and convictions. Clearly, personal congru

ence and consciousness of self are interdependent. 

Commitment is the psychic energy that motivates the individual to serve and that drives 

the collective effort. Commitment implies passion, intensity, and duration. It is directed 

toward both the group activity as well as its intended outcomes. Without commitment, 

knowledge of self is of little value. And without adequate knowledge of self, commitment 

is easily misdirected. Congruence, in turn, is most readily achieved when the person acts 

with commitment and knowledge of self. 
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Collaboration is to work with others in a common effort. It constitutes the cornerstone 

value of the group leadership effort because it empowers self and others through trust. 

Collaboration multiplies group effectiveness by capitalizing on the multiple talents and 

perspectives of each group member and on the power of that diversity to generate 

creative solutions and actions. Collaboration empowers each individual best when 

there is a clear-cut "division oflabor." 

Common Purpose means to work with shared aims and values. It facilitates the group's 

ability to engage in collective analysis of the issues at hand and the task to be undertaken. 

Common purpose is best achieved when all members of the group share in the vision 

and participate actively in articulating the purpose and goals of the leadership develop

ment activity. Recognizing the common purpose and mission of the group helps to 

generate the high level of trust that any successful collaboration requires. 

Controversy with Civility recognizes two fundamental realities of any creative group effort: 

that differences in viewpoint are inevitable, and that such differences must be aired openly 

but with civility. Civility implies respect for others, a willingness to hear each other's 

views, and the exercise of restraint in criticizing the views and actions of others. This is 

best achieved in a collaborative framework and when a common purpose has been iden

tified. Controversy (conflict, confrontation) can often lead to new, creative solutions to 

problems, especially when it occurs in an atmosphere of civility, collaboration, and 

common purpose. 

Citizenship is the process whereby the individual and the collaborative group become 

responsibly connected to the community and the society through the leadership devel

opment activity. To be a good citizen is to work for positive change on behalf of others 

and the community. Citizenship thus acknowledges the interdependence of all who are 

involved in or affected by these efforts. It recognizes that the common purpose of the 

group must incorporate a sense of concern for the rights and welfare of all those who 

might be affected by the group's efforts. Good citizenship thus recognizes that effective 

democracy involves individual responsibility as well as individual rights. 

In order to better understand the potentially complex connections among the individual, 

group, and community values, let us consider each possible pairing of these three sets of 

values. 

Figure 3 shows the interactions between the individual and the group. Arrows "a" and "b" 

symbolize the "feedback loop" between the group and the individual: the group is 

affected by the characteristics of its individual members, and the group" chemistry" affects 

each individual. 
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• Consciousness of 
self 

• Congruence 
• Commitment 

• Collaboration 
• Common purpose 
• Controversy with 

civility 

Figure 3. Interaction between the individual and the group 

Arrow "a" suggests that group processes are facilitated when individual participants are 

conscious of self, committed, and behave in ways that are congruent with their personal 

values. Consciousness of self, of course, is a critical ingredient in forging a common 

purpose for the group: What are our shared values and purposes? Similarly, the division 

oflabor that is so basic to true collaboration requires an understanding of one's special 

talents and limitations. Likewise, the kind of "civil controversy" that can often lead to 

innovative solutions requires both congruence (that individuals be willing to share 

their views with others even when there is a good chance that others may hold 

contrary views) and commitment (a willingness to "stick to it" in the face of controversy). 

Arrow "b" symbolizes the effect of the leadership development group on the individual. 

It suggests that this feedback from the group is most likely to enhance the individual qual

ities of consciousness of self, commitment, and congruence when the group operates 

collaboratively with common purpose and accepts controversy with civility. For example, 

an individual will be most likely to learn (enhance consciousness of self) when critical 

feedback (controversy) is presented with civility and respect. It is also much easier to 

"hear" critical commentary when it occurs in a collaborative (rather than competitive) 

context. Similarly, when the individual is a member of a collaborative group that has 

identified a common purpose, it is much easier ("safer") to behave congruently. 
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Collaboration with common purpose also enhances individual commitment because it 

serves as a reinforcer: like-minded people working together toward common goals 

strengthens each other's individual commitment toward that goal. 

Figure 4 focuses on the relationship between the group and the community that it is 

striving to serve. Arrow "c" suggests that responsible citizenship and positive change are 

most likely to occur when the leadership group functions collaboratively, with common 

purpose, and encourages civility in the expression of controversy. Conversely, the group 

will find it very difficult to be an effective change agent or to fulfill its citizenship or 

community responsibilities if it functions competitively, if it cannot identity a common 

purpose, or if it pursues controversy with incivility. 

Arrow "d" signifies the feedback to the group that is generated by its efforts to serve or 

effect change. If the group enjoys some initial success in its effort to serve (i.e., if posi

tive change occurs), collaboration and common purpose are reinforced. The "feedback 

loop" formed by arrows "d" and "c" symbolizes the "group learning" process that 

occurs whenever any group endeavors to effect change. Early successes and failures are 

processed by the group ("d"), and it revises its approach accordingly ("c"). 

• Collaboration 
• Common purpose 
• Controversy with 

civility 

• Citizenship 

Figure 4. Interaction between the group and the community/society 
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Figure 5 portrays the interaction between the individual and the community. The 

"feedback loop formed by arrows "e" and "f" portrays the individual learning that occurs 

when an individual is directly engaged with the community/society in an effort to effect 

positive change. Arrow" e" signifies the direct effect of the individual's actions on the 

community. It suggests that the community is most likely to respond positively to an indi

vidual's efforts to serve if these efforts are rooted in self-understanding, integrity, and 

genuine commitment. Responsible citizenship, in other words, is based on self-knowl

edge, congruence, and commitment. 

Arrow "f" signifies the direct effect that active engagement in any service effort can have 

on the individual. Since the person "learns through service," consciousness of self is 

enhanced through the realization of what one is (and is not) capable of doing. Cornrnit

ment is also enhanced if the individual feels that he or she can "make a difference." And 

congruence is enhanced as the individual comes to realize that positive change is most 

likely to occur when individual actions are rooted in one's most deeply held values and 

beliefs. 

• Consciousness of 
self 

• Congruence 
• Commitment 

• Citizenship 

Figure 5. Interaction between the individual and the community/society 
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This model is designed to be used, tested out, modified and refined by anyone engaged 

in leadership development efforts on campus. It is designed to engage students in 

activities and experiences that will help them not only to clarifY their current values, but 

also to integrate the specific values, attitudes and behaviors that undergird the model into 

their own leadership practices. In other words, to apply the model in practice is to 

encourage students not only to exemplify the individual values in their own lives, but 

also to incorporate the group values in their interactions with others. 

We believe that knowing and appreciating oneself is essential to one's ability to appre

ciate and trust others, a critical element in collaborative work. We also believe that 

learning about and practicing collaboration are essential to bring about change that serves 

others-the essence of our model. This conception of leadership and leadership devel

opment provides a perspective which we hope will encourage others to question 

more traditional definitions and practices of leadership. This perspective emphasizes the 

relational aspects of leadership and proposes a process that moves from self-reflection to 

collaboration and then to more self-reflection, a continuous cycle of reflection followed 

by active learning that results in increased involvement and action. 

Thus, the model emphasizes both the personal and interpersonal dimensions of leader

ship. By "personal" we mean self-awareness and congruence: understanding one's salient 

values, talents and other individual characteristics, personal integrity, self-renewal, open

ness to learning, and establishing a personal focus or purpose. The "interpersonal" 

dimension includes communication skills, coalition building, honesty, respecting others, 

openness to differing views, collaborating, listening, and empowering others. 

We believe that activities that serve the institution and/or the larger community 

provide an especially rich and appropriate context for engaging students and for devel

oping collaborative action strategies that benefit others. This model does not purport to 

be appropriate for all purposes or tasks. That is, it is action oriented with a goal of 

helping the institution or community to function more effectively and humanely. 
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" 

CONSCIOUSNESS OF' SELF' 

One who knows others is wise. One who knows oneself is enlightened. 

-Lao - Tzu 

Consciousness of self means to know oneself, or simply to be self-aware. As it is used in 

our Social Change Model for Leadership Development, Consciousness of Self has two 

different but closely related aspects. First, it implies an awareness and an acknowledgment 

of those relatively stable aspects of the self that go to make up what we call "personality": 

talents, interests, aspirations, values, concerns, self-concept, limitations, and dreams. 

Second, self-awareness implies "mindfulness;' an ability and a propensity to be an 

accurate observer of your current actions and state of mind. In other words, a person with 

a highly developed capacity for consciousness of self not only has a reasonably accurate 

"self-concept:' but is also a good observer of his or her own behavior and state of mind 

at any given time. Clearly, these two capacities are closely intertwined, since being able 

to sketch an accurate portrait of one's being depends in part on the capacity to be a good 

observer of one's behavior and mental states over a period of time. 

The following Chinese proverb underscores the importance of self-awareness in leadership 

development: 

If there is light in the soul, there will be beauty in the person. 

If there is beauty in the person there will be harmony in the house. 

If there is harmony in the house, there will be order in the nation. 

If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world. 

SELF-AWARENESS AND LEADERSHIP 

Consciousness of self is a fundamental value in our Model because it constitutes a neces

sary condition for realizing all the other values in the Model. The leadership model thus 

seeks to develop a person who can collaborate with others, who can become a 

committed participant in the shaping of the group's common purpose, who can help 

to resolve group conflict/controversy with civility, and who can behave as a responsible 

citizen. To be that kind of person requires self-awareness. 

Being of service to others and being an effective member of a leadership group that 

works toward social change necessarily begins with self-awareness. Enhanced self

awareness facilitates the group process not only because it leads to a better understanding 
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of others, but also because it aids in the development of trust, an essential ingredient in 

effective collaboration. To enhance consciousness of self each group participant needs to 

explore questions such as the following: What are my values? What kinds of social changes 

do I really care about? What are my skills, strengths, and talents? How can I best 

contribute to the group's common purpose, to the leadership process, to social change? 

Covey (1989) defines self-awareness "as the ability to think about your very thought 

process" (p. 66) and he continues, ... "self-awareness enables us to stand apart and 

examine even the way we 'see' ourselves--our self-paradigm [which] affects not only our 

attitudes and behaviors but also how we see other people. It becomes our map of the 

basic nature of mankind (sic)" (p. 67). 

Thus, consciousness of self is a key element in being able to develop consciousness of 

others. Unless we can be aware of ourselves, our values, our way of thinking and 

doing--our very essence of being-we will lack the skills we need to understand 

others in the group, to identify common purpose with the group, and to engage 

group controversy with civility. Self-awareness is especially important when it comes to 

personal limitations, because unaware people tend to project on to others their own limi

tations and unacceptable beliefS and thus deprive themselves of the ability to see and hear 

others as they really are. 

Self-awareness and collaborative work are mutually reinforcing. The personal work 

involved in developing consciousness of self enhances the group process, and the group 

process-especially the reflective work of the group that focuses on its own process

enhances individual self-awareness. 

DEVELOPING SELF-AWARENESS 

Transpersonal psychologists and eastern philosophers have written extensively about 

mindfulness, or the process of being self-aware. Mindful meditation involves paying atten

tion to thoughts, feelings and actions. Kabat-Zinn (1994) provides us with useful tools 

for practicing mindfulness that can assist greatly in the development of self-awareness. He 

reminds us that mindfulness has to do, above all, with attention and awareness, qualities 

we tend to take for granted and don't think of developing systematically in the service 

of self-understanding and wisdom. 

Kabat-Zinn believes that each of us needs to be able to stop merely "doing" and 

become more in touch with what is actually happening at the moment. This kind of 

moment-to-moment awareness can help to prevent us from creating problems that have 
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their roots in deepseated fears and insecurities. He calls for us to see ourselves in a 

balanced way, because by not being "mindful in the present" we can become stuck in 

wounds from painful childhood experiences that can prevent us from seeing our 

strengths. 

Mindfulness, in short, is the skill of being present. Senge et al. (1994) in The Fifth Disci

pline Fieldbook, outlines a very simple exercise (moments of awareness in action, or Ma, 

p.217), to help with becoming mindful. Ma is an exercise for engaging a person in real

time reflection, "stopping in the moment and taking a quick reading of the current 

reality:' Basically, you stop yourself and pose to yourself questions such as the following: 

What is happening? What am I doing? What am I feeling? What am I thinking? What do 

I want right now, for myself? Mindfulness, in other words, is training yourself to be in 

constant touch with what is happening and what you are experiencing. Senge et al. 

suggest that one needs to stop every so often and take account of one's feelings and of 

what is happening in the moment. 

The practice of mindfulness-being consciously aware of one's thoughts, feelings and 

current experiences as they occur-can be extended to the leadership development 

group, which can in tum playa very important role in the development of individual self

awareness. Haas and Tamarkin (1992, p.72) discuss how the group helps by becoming a 

"looking glass sel£" The looking-glass self describes the process of finding one's identity 

by attending to one's self image as it is reflected back through the reactions of others 

around us. The way others see us provides us with accumulated impressions that give us 

a view or perspective of ourselves which broadens (and perhaps even modifies) the 

perspective we gain from individual work. 

In A Way of Being (1980), Carl Rogers argues that the reason to strive for greater self

awareness is that "with self-awareness a more informed choice is possible (p.127)." In an 

earlier book, On Becoming a Person (1961), Rogers also discusses how the group assists 

the individual in becoming whatever she wishes and means to be. Rogers believes that, 

once the group has developed trust, it can provide an environment in which the indi

vidual can be herself, discover aspects of self, become better integrated, and in turn 

become more understanding and accepting of others. He tells us that the process of 

becoming rests on the ability to listen to oneself and to experience what is going on 

within the self. 

There are at least three ways that each participant in the leadership development 

group can work toward becoming more conscious of self (1) by stopping the self from 

merely "doing" in order to examine the feelings, thoughts and experiences at the 

moment (Ma); (2) by receiving feedback from the group (the leadership group), and 
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(3) by keeping a personal journal. The personal journal is a particularly powerful 

vehicle for developing consciousness of self because, by recording significant events of the 

day and the feelings that accompany those events, you can reflect back to the happen

ings of the day. As you jot down the experiences of the day, ask yourself what themes do 

you see? What strengths are apparent? What reactions did you have? How did you deal 

with the challenges you confronted? 

Additional methods for enhancing self-awareness include activities that individuals can 

engage in as members of the group: 

.. Prepare your own eulogy-How would you describe yourself? What aspects of the 

self should others remember you by? Read it to the group and get their reactions . 

.. Role playing-ask someone from the group to play you in an activity or conversa

tion. This can help you see yourself as others see you . 

.. Blindfold yourself and ask difficult questions of others about yourself and just listen 

to their responses . 

.. Write down your personal creed (I believe ... ) and share it with the group . 

.. Work with various self-assessment instruments (e.g., Myers-Briggs) and engage the 

group in discussing and comparing each other's profile. 

What lies behind us and what lies bifore us are tiny matters compared to what 

lies within us. 

-Oliver H!endell Holmes 

ANNOTATED REFER.ENCES 

Ambrose, D. Leadership: The journey inward. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt 
Publishing Company. 
Although most books about leadership focus on the journey outward, this book 
emphasizes the journey inward. It explores how inner struggles, self-knowledge, and 
resulting personal choices may be linked to leadership. This book deals with the 
capacity of ordinary people to exercise leadership in everyday situations, at work or at 
home, in the community or in personal endeavors. 

Bennis, W. & Goldsmith,}. (1994). Learning to lead. Reading, Massachusetts: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 
The workbook format includes more than 30 exercises designed for both personal and 
group use, offering multiple avenues for developing one's leadership skills. Major topics 
include: leadership for the 90s and beyond, managers vs. leaders, leadership myths, 
how to translate previous leadership failures into springboards of creativity, how to develop 
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an organizational vision and communicate it successfully to others, the ethics ofleadership, 
and how to harness the power needed to achieve to achieve personal leadership goals. 

Haas, H. (with Tamarkin, B.) (1992). The leader within. New York: Harper 
Business. 
Based on more than 150 interviews with the country's top CEOs, and a distillation of the 
literature on leadership, Haas and Tamarkin define leadership for a new generation and 
analyzes the steps that CEOs can take to progress beyond management in order to gain 
the trust and commitment needed to truly lead their organizations. 

Kabat-Zinn,]. (1994). Wherever you go there you are. New York: Hyperion. 
In this book the author maps out a simple path for cultivating mindfulness in one's own 
life; how to reclaim the richness of one's moments. Kabat-Zinn provides numerous exam
ples and exercises to help one become aware of his/her own being. It is designed to 
expand, deepen, and reinforce the commitment to a life of greater awareness and 
insight. 

Rogers, C. (1961). On becoming a person. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company. 
Written by a pre-eminent American psychologist, this is considered a classic study of 
personal growth and creativity. This philosophical and provocative book challenges 
many concepts and attitudes of traditional psychology, and poses such fundamental ques
tions as: What is the meaning of personal growth? Under what conditions is growth 
possible? How can one person help another? What is creativity and how can it be 
fostered? 

Rogers, C. (1980). A way of being. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. 
In this book the founder of the human potential movement expands his ideas on personal 
growth and shares the evolution of his ideas during the 1970s. In a direct and personal 
style, Rogers reveals the growing, changing aspects of his way of being and thinking in 
chapters covering such topics as his personal experiences in growing older, various aspects 
of his expanding professional concepts, and his experiences in facilitating learning. In the 
last section, Dr. Rogers looks at the drastic transformation that faces our culture in 
corning years, and offers a vision of life in the new world. 

Senge, R, Roberts, C., Ross, R., Smith, B. & Kleiner, A. (1994). The fifth disci
pline fieldbook. New York: Currency Doubleday. 
Recognizing that a "new type of management practitioner" is emerging today, a person 
who is willing to combine his or her own personal learning with broader collective 
action in an organization, this field book describes the experimentation, research, 
writing, and invention of hundreds of people and includes exercises throughout the book 
to help the reader achieve a better understanding of the various topics. Chapter themes 
include "Systems Thinking," "Personal Mastery," "Mental Models," "Shared Vision," 
and "Team Learning." 
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CONGRUENCE 

Mat I am is good enough if I can just be it. 

-Carl Rogers 

Congruence refers to thinking, feeling, and behaving with consistency, genuineness, 

authenticity, and honesty toward others. Congruent persons are those whose actions are 

consistent with their most deeply-held beliefS and convictions. Clearly, personal congru

ence and consciousness of self are interdependent. "Congruence means simply that your 

words, actions, and feelings all match or are consistent" (Cornier and Hackney, 1993). 

INDIVIDUAL CONGRUENCE 

Developing a clear conscioumess of self is a critical element in being congruent. Eeing 

clear about your values, beliefS, strengths, and limitations is especially important. It is, there

fore, imperative to understand your most deeply felt values and beliefS before congruence 

can consciously develop. Who are you as an individual? How are you alike and different 

from your family and your peer group? What are the boundaries of your individuality? 

How does it feel when you act incongruently, when your behavior is inconsistent with 

your beliefs and values? Does your behavior really. reflect your true self and your 

innermost values, or are you merely playing a role or exhibiting a facade? What are the 

authentic truths of your life? When you act in ways that are contrary to your core values 

and what you truly think, feel, or believe, how does this affect your feelings of whole

ness and authenticity? 

ARE YOU ACTING WITH CONGRUENCE? 

It can be a real challenge to "test" your own level of congruence. There are many ways 

to do this. Let's say that you believe that "all people are created equal:' or that all people 

are" deserving of respect." Do you treat all those with whom you come in contact with 

the same degree of respect? Are there differences in how you behave toward your secre

tary and your boss? Between how you treat a friend or an acquaintance? 

Do "circumstances" change your willingness to be congruent? When you seek a favor, 

do you behave differently from when someone asks you for a favor? Do you smile at 

someone toward whom you feel resentment? Do you readily acknowledge when you 

think you have made a mistake? 
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DIVIDED No MORE 

In his essay, "Divided No More;' Parker Palmer (1992) tells us that change does not always 

occur when leaders try to manipulate the organizational structure, but that it occurs 

instead when individuals decide to be congruent. It is not necessary, of course, to be aware 

of the concept of "congruence;" you can induce change merely when strong conviction 

determines your behavior. Palmer uses Rosa Parks as an example of how change was set 

in motion when one woman acted with congruence, despite the very real threat of 

personal harm. Ms. Parks "sat at the front of the bus because her soul was tired of the vast, 

demoralizing gap between knowing herself as fully human and collaborating with a 

system that denied her humanity (pg. 12)." 

Rosa Parks decided to behave in a manner that was consistent with her beliefs, and that 

simple, courageous, and rebellious act gave others the strength to follow her example by 

no longer suppressing commonly felt feelings over the social inequities they had to 

endure. As a result, a powerful movement for social change was unleashed by an 

unlikely source, in the person of a small woman who acted upon her convictions. 

GROUP CONGRUENCE 

Social change is most likely to occur when a leader works within a group that comes 

together around a common concern and for a common purpose. Movement toward 

change can begin with a Rosa Parks, or with an adult student who feels marginalized on 

a residential campus and who wishes to be more integral to the mainstream of the colle

giate experience. The leader within each of us begins with a feeling. When that feeling 

is translated into behavior that is congruent with our views, we find it easier to identify 

or recognize others who hold similar beliefs or concerns. Thus, a collective congruence 

can begin a movement for social change. 

There are times, however, when being congruent creates special conflicts and challenges. 

What of those times when your values and beliefs are at odds with the ebb and flow of 

the group, when your heart tells you that the group is heading in a wrong direction? 

How do you balance your need to be congruent with your need to be a collaborative 

partner in the decision-making process? Sometimes it appears that you are in a "lose-lose" 

situation: should I be congruent and confront the group with my dissenting perspective, 

values, and views (risking alienation from the group and, worse, disruption of the 

collaborative process), or should I support the group's decision or dominant direction, and 

suppress my true feeling? How do I decide whether or not to verbalize differences and 

risk disrupting the group? 
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An often unrecognized problem in such situations is your earlier failure to recognize 

"early warning" signs and to share them with the group. That is, it is seldom, if ever, the 

case that a major discrepancy between the group's direction and your own deeply felt 

values will suddenly emerge full-blown with no advance indication. Most often there will 

be early indications that certain group members are tentatively considering directions that 

appear to deviate from your own personal values. The mistake is in allowing yourself to 

remain passive (incongruent) in the face of such discrepancies in the interest of being 

"collaborative;' or being a "team player:' By sharing your early concerns openly with the 

other group members, you put the group on notice that at least one member is not 

supporting or is questioning what is being proposed. You also enable other group 

members to examine your dissenting arguments before they have become firmly 

committed to the opposing view. 

Several useful purposes can be served by such "early congruence": (1) Perhaps you can 

alter the group's direction by encouraging the other members to question the wisdom 

of what's being proposed before it becomes a "bandwagon" phenomenon; (2) By 

subjecting your dissenting views to the critical scrutiny of others, you may discover flaws 

in your own position; (3) You will help to build trust by being willing to risk group crit

icism in the interest of being personally congruent. (Clearly, however, the controversy 

generated by your dissent needs to be treated with civility.); and (4) The resulting discus

sion and debate may well lead to an approach which is superior to either your own initial 

view or the early view to which you voiced objection. 

None of this is possible, of course, unless members of the group achieve consciousness 

of seK and are committed to behaving congruently in the group setting. Perhaps the 

existence of differences within the group is less significant than a willingness to air these 

differences and to hear the views of others with an open mind. It is important, 

however, to resist disrupting the group's collaborative flow simply to air every single point 

about which you might disagree. "Congruence" of this kind can amount to nihilism. 

Personal reflection from moment to moment will help determine whether or not the 

group's direction is seriously in conflict with your own basic values and beliefs, and 

whether in the interest of remaining congruent you should share your dissenting 

views. 

Following are a few practical suggestions for maintaining personal congruence in a collab

orative group: 

... Talk about yourself: share your personal views and beliefs with others . 

... Ask yourself regularly: do others see me as I see myself? 
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.6 Look for different ways to generate feedback for yourself and provide feedback to 

others in a supportive environment . 

.6 Encourage journal-keeping and/or other reflective activities that regularly include 

questions about whether your group behavior is congruent with your values . 

.6 Consider introducing moral dilemma activities (e.g., choices for survival exercises/ 

shipwreck selections) in the group as a means of discussing issues of congruence . 

.6 Be mindful of your own behavior in the group and reflect on it: Is my group's 
behavior congruent? Do the others really know what I think and believe? 

.6 Ask others for feedback: Am I being too contrary? Do you know where I stand? 

ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

Cormier, L. & Hackney, H. (1993). The professional counselor. Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon. 
This book is both a conceptual and practical guide to the helping process. It provides an 
overview of basic principles and issues in counseling and describes five major stages of 
the counseling process. It is designed as a primary book source for students, and a refer
ence for counselors. 

Eisenhower Working Ensemble (1995). A call for student leadership: collabo
rative approaches for responsible change. Los Angeles: Higher Education 
Research Institute. 
Document briefly discusses a new paradigm of leadership development for students. This 
model proposes to foster the development and implementation of seven values that are 
held to be essential to the practice of leadership for social change: Consciousness of self 
and others through self reflection, Congruence, Commitment, Collaboration, Common 
Purpose, Controversy and Civility, and Citizenship. 

Pah:ner, P..]. (1992). Divided no more: A movement approach to educational 
review. Change, 24, 10-17. 
Parker Palmer explores how one person can begin to make a difference in challenging orga
nizational approach to change. Four states of a movement are defined as they relate to 
creating social change. At the core lies the integrity of the individual. Mutual support from 
others, however, is vital if the individual is to be sustained in order to move his/her convic
tion to the next level~efining a movement which impacts on organizational bureaucracy. 
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COMMITMENT 

One can never consent to creep when one feels an impulse to soar. 

-Helen Keller 

Commitment involves the purposive investment of time and physical and psychological 

energy in the leadership development process: helping the group to find a common 

purpose and to formulate effective strategies for realizing that purpose, sustaining the group 

during times of controversy, and facilitating the actual realization of the group's goals. 

Commitment implies intensity and duration. It requires a significant involvement and 

investment of one's self in the activity and its intended outcomes. It is the energy that 

drives the collective effort and brings it to fruition. The Leadership Model for Social 

Change highlights the underpinnings of what commitment involves. 

Some degree of commitment is essential to accomplish any change. Intense commitment 

may be needed for profound change. You might agree to be involved in a change effort 

because you have a sense of responsibility to others in your group or because you have 

a passion for the target of change, but it is your heart that must drive your actions. The 

connection to your heart and to your values comes in part from Consciousness of Self 

and in part from Congruence. Unless a fit can be found between who you are and what 

you do in the group leadership activity, you will find yourself doing the minimum, 

making a lackluster, half-hearted attempt, and relying mostly on others instead of 

actively engaging yourself. "The one thing leaders of every ilk share is commitment" 

(Haas, 1992, p. 31). 

Commitment comes from those affective, subjective places in our hearts and souls 

and is expressed in statements that begin with "It's critical for me to" or "I really want 

to." Ultimately, commitment is grounded in one's values and passions. Our view of 

commitment would not be reflected in statements such as "I should" or "I am obligated 

to" or "It's my job to." "Desire is a close and necessary partner to commitment. 

Without passion and desire, our commitments are dry and do not enliven anyone, 

including ourselves" (Bennis & Goldsmith, 1994, p. 149). 

Commitment, in short, originates from within. No one can force you to commit 

yourself to something, but organizations and colleagues can create and support an 

environment that resonates with your heart and your passions. Organizational purposes, 

directions, and values can energize your own sense of involvement, and can help you to 

express and channel your commitments, but clearly the "system may produce control but 
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does not produce commitment. Commitment is a personal decision made by individual 

organizational members" (Fairholm, 1994, p. 32). In essence, commitment in not dele

gated; it must come from within. 

TRUE COMMITMENT SPRINGS FROM AN INNER SENSE OF SELF 

Commitments help us define ourselves. The things that are important to us deserve our 

attention and our time. John Gardner (1990) writes "Your identity is what you have 

committed yourself to--whether the commitment is to your religion, to an ethical order, 

to your life work, to loved ones, to the common good, or to coming generations. Today 

we have to build meaning into our lives, and we build it through our commitment" 

(p.l).Through your Consciousness of Self and your desire to live in ways that are 

Congruent with your beliefS and values, Commitntents help us make decisions. Given 

all the things that you might invest your time and talent in doing, the question of 

commitment can help you make these critical choices: What can I really commit myself 

to? 

A recent cartoon in the New Yorker magazine showed a man sadly saying, "Over 63 years 

I've learned a lot, but unfortunately most of it is about aluminum" ("An Interview with 

William Sloane Coffin", 1993, p. 36). While the cartoon implies that the man's knowl

edge of aluminum has left his life empty and meaningless, it could also be that the man 

had developed a passionate commitment to the use of aluminum to advance the 

exploration of outer space, to make medical equipment, or to improve the economy of 

a developing country. In other words, that same specialized knowledge, coupled with 

commitment to a transcendent cause, would enable the man to experience greater 

meaning and purpose in life. "Commitment is part of the leadership identity that 

recognizes a higher ideal" (Haas, 1992, p. 32). 

If knowledge is connected to something that you really care about, you will be more 

likely to act on it. "Commitment is a decision of the heart and mind to follow one course 

of action rather than another" (Fairholm, 1994, p. 122). It is both liberating and 

limiting. To decide to be an English major means you will likely never be a biologist. If 

you loved both fields of study, a commitment to one means grieving over the inability 

to devote energy to the other. 
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COMMITMENT MEANS TAKING ACTION 

Our commitments to action are usually predicated on our most deeply felt beliefs. 

Consider how your beliefS can influence your behavior. For example, because you believe 

that people should treat each other with dignity and respect, you might volunteer to be 

on an interfraternity task force group on hazing. Because you believe deeply in social 

justice and equality, you might sign up for the study group on campus admissions poli

cies. Because you believe that inner city children lack many of the opportunities that 

other children take for granted, you may volunteer weekly to tutor young children. 

"Commitment is a personal attitude or value that excites us to do whatever needs to be 

done because we see the need. More than mere identification of intent, commitment is 

doing. The attitude of commitment flows out of our beliefS and values and is part of our 

definition of who we are" (Fairholm, 1994, p. 121). It is important to link our motivated 

actions back to an articulation of our beliefs: "I have decided to do this, because I feel 

profoundly about that." 

What we commonly call "follow-through" is an attribute frequently correlated with lead

ership effectiveness. One can "go through the motions" of social involvement and 

perhaps accomplish some change, but "without commitment and desire, no action 

can be effective" (Bennis & Goldsmith, 1994, p. 148). Expressing your commitment in 

action brings a perseverance and tenacity to stick with something, especially when the 

going gets tough. Commitments therefore have both a content dimension (what you are 

committed to and why) and a process dimension (how you will manifest that commit

ment through action) . 

. Our model of Leadership for Social Change encourages group participants to identifY 

their fundamental beliefS and attitudes so that they can act with commitment. The most 

clearly held commitments are ones we cannot compromise. We know that to deny or 

compromise those values would lead us away from ourselves and make us incon

gruent. "Leaders are clear about their commitments and are willing to declare them and 

demonstrate them in their actions. Commitment is the fuel that drives leaders. It links 

them to their values, makes others respect them, and motivates them to achieve their 

goals" (Bennis & Goldsmith, 1994, pp. 32-33). 

Religious and civil rights leader William Sloane Coffin understands the many forms that 

commitment can take. This former Yale University chaplain tells the story of his 

Buddhist monk friend who became interested in and ultimately committed to nuclear 

disarmament. "We talked a lot about it. He said he made a resolution to talk about the 

arms race to every single person he met. When he got on a bus, he turned to the person 

next to him and said 'Excuse me. Could I ask you, do you have children?' She said yes. 
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'Let me ask you something. Do you worry about the arms race?' He got good conver

sations going" ("An Interview with William Sloane Coffin," 1993, pp.34-35). The 

commitment evidenced in that story was not just about how the monk's concern about 

nuclear war turned bus ride meetings into conversations where he could share his convic

tions, but also about how people were actually changed by these encounters. One 

woman, for example, was so committed to a safe life for her children-undoubtedly her 

passion and her loves-that she listened and opened herself to the idea of nuclear disar

mament in ways that she had never done before. 

The actions that spring from commitments may be as spontaneous as discouraging a 

friend from telling a sexist joke because you find it hurtful or as deliberate as working 

toward a change in campus newspaper advertising policy to reject sexist ads. In either case 

you do something that is congruent with your beliefs. Those actions might go unno

ticed by others, but they might also have a greater impact than you realize. 

COMMITMENT LEADS TO DEVELOPING COMMON PURPOSE 

Commitment can be illustrated both for individuals in the expression of their personal 

passion and for groups as they seek to realize their common purpose. Individuals can play 

a variety of roles to effect change: moral positional leader, persuasive author, and 

talented teacher. What makes that change happen, however, is the connection of the 

listener to the motivating speech of the positional leader or teacher, or the connection 

of the reader to the ideas of the author. In both instances there are common values and 

connnon purposes that link the listener or reader to the message. One's own latent 

motivation to effect change has been kindled into action by the passion and common 

purpose of the speaker or writer or positional leader. Further, the resulting action can 

become infectious by it building new credibility and commitments among others. 

Commitment goes hand in hand with trustworthiness. Trust involves a certain amount 

of risk, since it takes some degree of initial trust to join with others before a Common 

Purpose has been clearly defined. That initial trust can be sustained only through 

commitment, and commitment is strengthened in turn as trust is established and 

cornmon purpose is defined. Commitments openly shared thus build commonality and 

trust, and commonality and trust reinforce commitment. "People trust those whom they 

honestly believe to be committed to the common purpose. Everyone knows committed 

people and can tell the difference between them and those on the fringe of the orga

nization" (Fairholm, 1994,p. 121). 
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The process of making commitments begins within the individual but must transcend 

individualism (Boyd, 1992) to link with others. Collaboration leads to Common 

Purpose which in turn supports individual group members in translating values into 

particular actions and their shared "visions". These shared visions "inspire enthusiasm and 

encourage commitment. They widen the leader's support base by reflecting the needs and 

aspirations of many stakeholders, transcending differences in race, age, gender, and 

other demographic characteristics, and drawing stakeholders into a community of 

concerns about the future of the organization" (Nanus, 1992, p. 29). 

A CAUTION ON THE DOWNSIDE OF COMMITMENT 

Individual commitments must be shaped to fit within the community of others seeking 

to accomplish change. Individual commitments too tighdy held can lead an individual 

or a group to become zealots or fanatics-closed to the input from others and to the 

principled reasoning of intentionality. "Unfortunately, in too many of us (passion) 

turns into drive" (Bennis & Goldsmith, 1994, p. 149). A "mindful" commitment is one 

that is based on consciousness of self and congruence. It is thus critical to differentiate 

between the mindless commitments that lead to cults, zealots, bigotry, and other 

pathologies, and "the freely given commitments of mature individuals" (Gardner, 1990, 

p. 190). An inherent danger in single-mindedness without clear moral purpose and a 

grounding in ethical practices is the subversion that comes through hidden agendas. Those 

who push their own passions in an organization without connecting to build common 

purpose can end up subverting group action instead of contributing to meaningful 

change. This is where citizenship comes into play, by discouraging any tendency toward 

jealousy or fanaticism and by connecting the group in a responsible manner to the larger 

society. 

DESCRIPTORS OF COMMITMENT 

When commitment emanates from Consciousness of Self and Congruence, it can 

help shape the group's Common Purpose, provide the energy for working Collabo

ratively, and create the goal-oriented perspective needed for handling Controversy with 

Civility. The following three qualities might best summarize the basic elements of 

commitment. Knowing refers to the group purpose; defining what the target or goal of 

the commitment is. Being reflects a sense of personal, value-based engagement inherent 

in the commitment. Doing is the behavior and action driven by the commitment. Here 

are some possible descriptors of each quality: 
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Knowing: something needs to be done; there is a gap between what is and 
what ought to be; change is needed; a pledge to effect change; a 

promise to help; a need to be fulfilled; something of 
importance/with priority 

Being: 

Doing: 

the emotional component; passion; motivated from the heart; this is 

a voluntary commitment, done willingly and gladly; more than from 
sense of obligation; beyond "should" to "want"; "I care, this matters" 

involvement; tenacity; enthusiastic engagement; perseverance; devo

tion; disciplined approach; willing to devote time and energy as 

personal resources 

You can, of course, add your own descriptors to these list. 

COMMITMENT CAN BE DEVELOPED 

Various tools-including incomplete sentences, card sorts, and case studies-can be 

utilized as values clarification exercises by individuals or groups. The incomplete 

sentence exercise (e.g., "I really care about ... ") is an especially powerful way to identify 

possible areas where the individual would be willing to make a strong commitment. 

Another tool is the card sort method, where all members of the group record their most 

strongly felt values on separate file cards, after which each individual sorts the cards in 

order of priority. Another useful approach is to review case studies or stories of those who 

do or do not persist with their goals (e.g. Silkwood, Norma Rae, Ghandi). Finally, groups 

might engage in values ranking activities around topics of common interest to determine 

the nature and level of their commitments to different problem areas (e.g. the environ

ment, literacy, childhood nutrition, racism, home care, the elderly), the results of which 

could be applied in defining a common purpose. The point of using these and other tools 

is to assist each individual and the group to set priorities and to identify issues and values 

about which they feel strongly. 
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ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

An interview with William Sloane Coffin. (1993, May/June). New Yorker, 69, 
33-37. 

Bennis, w., & Goldsmith,J. (1994). Learning to lead. Reading, MA: Addison
Wesley. 
Bennis is an established leadership scholar and former university president. This workbook 
helps an individual explore his or her own leadership potential and is particularly 
effective with activities that identifY personal priorities and link them to organizational 
purpose and group mission. 

Boyd, C. (1992). Individual commitment and organizational change: A guide 
for human resource and organization development specialists. New York: 
Quorum Books. 
This book presents a compelling evolution from individualism to ownership commitment. 
Designed for the business sector, there are interesting chapters on barriers to commitment 
within and outside organizations. The author presents strategies for organizations 
committed to change in society focusing on the family, government and politics, orga
nized religion, and education. 

Fairholm, G. W. (1994). Leadership and a culture of trust. New York: Praeger. 
Gilbert FairhoIrn's other books have focused on values leadership and organizational 
power politics. In this book he focuses on "developing unified cultures characterized by 
high trust, for without a unified trust culture, leadership as it is now defined is impossible" 
(p. vi). His culture-lens is insightful. He writes knowledgeably about voluntary associa
tions where followers are not employees, but must be motivated by their commitments. 

Gardner,J. W. (1990). On leadership. New York: Free Press. 
Gardner understands leadership. This book was the culmination of a five year study and 
explores the nature, tasks, and heart of leadership. His emphasis on moral dimensions, 
community, renewal, and human possibilities are insightful. His views on commitment 
focus on how commitment adds meaning to life and motivation for actions. 

Nanus, B. (1992). Visionary leadership. San Francisco:Jossey-Bass. 
The book consists of three parts. Part One of the book outlines a definition of vision and 
discusses its connection to an organization's missions, goals, and strategies. Part Two 
describes the mechanics of the vision-forming process by offering guidelines on 
assessing current vision and how to formulate alternative visions. Part Three concludes 
with a discussion on the process of implementing one's visions. 
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ALSO RECOMMEND: 

Bethel, S. M. (1995). Servant-leadership and corporate risk taking: When 
risk taking makes a difference. In. L. C. Spears (Ed.), Reflections on leadership 
(pp. 135-148). New York: John WIley & Sons. 
In this chapter, Sheila Bethel proposes an interactive model linking commitment-> 
competence-->confidence to aid in handling the risks and challenges inherent in change. 

Jaffe, D. T., Scott, C. D., & Tobe, G. R. (1994). Rekindling commitment: How 
to revitalize yourself. your work. and your organization. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. 
This book explores revitalizing yourself, your work, and your organization. It proposes 
that "commitment is the glue that binds us to our organizations" (p. xii) and refers to 
empowerment as "the process that builds commitment" (p. xiii). The imperative to rebuild 
trust necessitates that organizations and people in their change and work more effectively 
together. This book is written for employees, not just managers, who must revitalize them
selves and their organizations. 
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COLLABORATION 

All of life is a collaboration. The destiny of men and women is to create a new 

world, to reveal a new life, to remember that there exists a frontier for everything 

except dreams. In history, there are no solitary dreamers-one dreamer breathes 

life into the next. 

-Sebastiao Salgado 

Collaboration must be a central value in any model that views leadership as a group 

process. It multiplies group effectiveness because it capitalizes on the multiple talents and 

perspectives of each group member and the power of that diversity to generate creative 

solutions and actions. Collaboration underscores the relational aspect in the model. It is 

about human relationships, how people work together, and how they value and relate to 

each other. Collaboration mobilizes and enhances the power of the group through the 

members' commitment to the common purpose. 

What, specifically, do we mean by collaboration? How does any group succeed in its 

efforts to collaborate? What individual competencies (i.e., awareness, knowledge, and skills) 

are necessary to be an effective collaborator? 

DEFINITIONS 

Generally, collaboration means working together toward common goals by sharing 

responsibility, authority, and accountability in achieving these goals. Collaboration is thus 

intimately connected to common purpose, since the latter gives shape and direction to 

any collaborative effort. We find Mattessich and Monsey's (1992) definition of collabo

ration to be a helpful one. "A mutually beneficial and well defined relationship [tnat] 

includes a commitment to: a definition of mutual goals; a jointly developed structure and 

shared responsibility; mutual authority and accountability for success; and sharing not only 

of responsibilities but also of the rewards" (p. 7). Some experts (Chrislip & Larson, 1994; 

Winer & Ray, 1994) believe that collaboration differs from cooperation in the sense that 

collaboration is based on a relationship that tries to achieve mutual goals, while coop

eration is based on a relationship that helps each party to achieve its own individual goals. 

Collaboration, in other words, is directed toward some "common purpose" that transcends 

mere individual goals. As Chrislip and Larson have observed, "the purpose of collaboration 

is to create a shared vision and joint strategies to address concerns that go beyond the 

purview of any particular party" (p. 5). 
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Some may ask, is collaboration antithetical to competition? Isn't competition necessary 

to provide a motivational force to excel? We concur with Kohn's (1986) conclusion that 

competition ordinarily sets up a win/loose, zero-sum situation which necessitates the exis

tence of"losers."This competition paradigm can, in turn, be detrimental to self esteem, 

productivity, feelings of responsibility, social relations, and individual learning. Does this 

noncompetitive view of collaboration conflict with the value of Civil Controversy? Is not 

controversy inherently competitive? We recognize that controversy can indeed be (and 

often is) competitive, but controversy, in the context of our model, is the natural and 

inevitable airing and discussing of different points of view that must occur if individuals 

are to behave congruently in the group situation and if the group is to identify a 

common purpose and to work collaboratively. The key point is that the controversy is not 

viewed as a competitive exercise in which each individual strives to "win," but rather a 

vigorous exchange of ideas with the ultimate aim of forging a group consensus around 

the best ideas and approaches. A diversity of viewpoints is usually needed in order to 

arrive at the most effective and creative solutions to problems. 

Our approach to leadership development views collaboration as more than merely 

coming together around a predetermined vision or approach. Rather, we see collaboration 

as being most centrally about how people value and relate to each other across differences 

in values, ideas, afiiliations, visions, and identities (e.g., race, gender, culture, religion, sexual 

orientation, class, etc.). Collaboration is not only an efficient and effective way to get 

the 'task' accomplished, but also a powerful way to learn about ourselves and others in 

the process. 

True collaboration requires that individuals come together with open minds to better 

understand and incorporate the ideas and perspectives of others. When individuals 

work together to build collaborative relationships, everyone involved is affected or 

changed by the process, and consciousness of self is enhanced. However, collaboration is 

not about "compromise" in the traditional sense of the word. Compromise has tradi

tionally meant that you have to "give something up" for the greater good. We prefer to 

see true collaboration as requiring each participant to hear and consider the ideas, values, 

and perspectives of others with the ultimate aim of expanding or redefining individual 

beliefs and viewpoints. 

These issues have been extensively explored in the feminist literature, where there has 

been an on-going dialogue about "working across" differences. Molina (1990) identifies 

the difference between building coalitions (otherwise known as collaboration in non

political circles) and alliances. According to Molina, coalitions focus on the goal of the 

group rather than the individuals involved. Once the task or goal has been accomplished, 
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the group no longer needs to be together. In coalitions people must sometimes set aside 

their own ideas and needs in order to pursue the larger group cause. Alliances, on the 

other hand, are about the relationships people form in trying to understand each other 

and build something that respects and embraces the views of all participants. Molina 

describes alliances as being about "shared visions of a better society for all of us" (p. 329). 

This focus on learning about self and others is why collaboration requires Consciousness 

of Self, Commitment, and Controversy with Civility as identified elsewhere in our 

approach to leadership. In order to collaborate, most people must learn and thereby 

enhance their interpersonal and intrapersonal competencies. (For more information on 

feminist definition of collaboration, coalitions, and alliances, c.f., Anzaldua, 1990; 

Albrecht & Brewer, 1990, Lorde 1984). 

COMPETENCIES 

Collaboration ultimately requires that group members possess certain personal and 

interpersonal competencies. Beyond developing the specialized knowledge and technical 

skill required by the actual group project, participants must also be committed to 

doing personal or self-work, keeping an open mind, being empathetic, building trust, and 

communicating clearly. "Personal work" involves examining and clarifying one's values 

and vision; being open to learning about other group members' values and perspectives; 

being willing to redistribute power and at the same time take responsibility for and 

ownership of the group process and its outcomes; being authentic and congruent; and 

being willing to take risks. In our approach to leadership, this self-awareness and self

development process includes Consciousness of Self, Commitment, and Congru

ence (the individual aspects of the model). These individual qualities, in turn, enable the 

group to Collaborate by identifying its Common Purpose and by experiencing 

Controversy with Civility. 

Keeping an open mind and cultivating the ability to be empathic are vital to building 

collaborative relationships. Without openness and empathy, individuals can become 

too easily focused on their own ideas and perspectives. Letting themselves "walk in other 

people's shoes" creates further opportunities for enhancing self-knowledge. 

Building and maintaining trust is viewed as the essence of sustaining the collaborative 

effort. In their book, Collaborative Leadership, Chrislip and Larson (1994) identify two 

ways that a group can first build trust and then sustain it (p. 90). First, the group needs 

to engage in informal exploration of different members' interests and to share perspec

tives on the problem at hand. This exploration can include a discussion of the members' 

values in general, as well as of values that are particular to the situation or leadership 
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activity. Second, to sustain the collaborative group process, the group needs to find ways 

to celebrate its success and the progress it has made toward achieving its goals. Chrislip 

and Larson further suggest that, together with such celebrations, the group should also 

find ways to strengthen its common bonds (e.g., through some type of outward bound 

activity). 

The formation of collaborative relationships also requires basic communications skills, 

especially active listening, feedback, and clarity in self-expression. If individuals are 

effective communicators, they will be able not only to express themselves in meaningful 

and constructive ways, but also to provide important feedback to others by virtue of being 

good listeners and observers of group process. Good communication skills allow the indi

viduals to implement or act on their ideas, a vital component to effective collaboration. 

The literature on leadership highlights some additional elements regarding collaboration 

that complement these ideas of competence. Chrislip and Larson (p. 52) identify five 

elements for ensuring a successful collaboration that are closely aligned with our 

model: 

£. The members of the group have identified a clear need to be addressed by the 

group 

£. There is a broad-based involvement 

£. The process is credible and open 

£. Members of the group work at overcoming mistrust and skepticism 

£. Members have agreed upon group norms and ground rules. 

In their Handbook on Collaboration: Creating. Sustaining & Enjoyin,g the Journey, Winer 

and Ray (1994) provide other useful perspectives on the meaning of collaboration and 

how to establish collaborative group efforts. They define collaboration as "a process that 

gets people to work together in new ways" (p. 9) to achieve a common goal. Collabo

ration requires that the group members jointly secure resources and share in the results 

and rewards. Other key elements in collaboration include building trust, organizing the 

effort, and evaluating the results. Winer and Ray believe that a collaborative activity often 

begins with one or more persons who initiate the activity. These persons have a vision 

and they reach out to others. From the beginning, trust is the essential ingredient. 

Conflicts that arise have to be resolved, and the original vision needs to be revisited and 

reconfirmed. 

Winer and Ray also outline many useful steps on how to build and sustain trust, how to 

address conflict that arises, and how to enhance communication among the group 
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members. In building trust they suggest that the group members jointly work at 

defining terms such as trust, respect, and responsibility. Members of the group can brain

storm about specific behaviors that might lead them to conclude whether there is trust 

or lack of it. Their handbook suggests five strategies for resolving conflict: (1) revisit the 

destination: ("If we want to achieve these results, what must we do about this conflict?"); 

(2) decide who will facilitate the process of resolving the conflict; (3) separate the conflict 

from concepts of right and wrong (avoid personalizing the issues); (4) make sure that 

everyone is heard; and (5) don't burn bridges. To further facilitate the collaboration they 

strongly recommend that the group needs to devise a communication plan so that all 

members are kept informed. Useful feedback is essential. In their terms the most valu

able feedback describes, but does not evaluate. 

Mattessich and Monsey (1992) reviewed 133 studies of factors that influence successful 

collaboration in their monograph Collaboration: What Makes it Work. They identify 

several factors that determine the success of any collaborative effort (see pp.12-14), 

including membership characteristics (e.g., mutual respect, understanding and trust, appro

priate cross-section of members); factors that relate to process/structure (e.g., members 

share a stake in both process and outcome; multiple layers of decision-making), open and 

frequent communication; attainable goals and objectives; and a shared vision. 

To summarize, the literature suggests that the following activities can enhance 

collaboration: 

.& Members of the group jointly explore their values, the reasons for their interest in 

the project at hand, and any problems they may foresee in implementing the 
project . 

.& The group agrees to make time for informal and celebratory occasions to 
strengthen their common bonds . 

.& Group members actively seek to identify mechanisms to maintain open communi
cation and to share information . 

.& The group agrees to establish and maintain trust (the essential ingredient in collab
oration), not by avoiding controversy or conflict but instead by dealing with it 

openly and with civility . 

.& Trust is established in part by jointly engaging in conversation about what it means 
to have trust and by discussing what specific behaviors illustrate it . 

.& Procedures are established to make sure that everyone in the group is being heard . 

.& Group members learn how to give feedback that describes rather than evaluates. 
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ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

Albrecht, L. &: Brewer, R.M. (Eds.). (1990). Bridges of power: Women's 
multicultural alliances. Philadelphia: New Society. 
This edited book offers a wide range of perspectives and theories about oppression and 
alliances among diverse women struggling for social change. Many of the authors 
involved attempt to offer strategies to encourage alliance building and conflict resolution. 
Includes a section on women's leadership and power. 

Anzaldua, G. (1990). Making face.. making soul-Haciendo Caras: Creative and 
critical perspectives by women of color. San Francisco: Aunt Lute. 
This anthology of writings by women of color addresses issues of race and gender. It 
offers a critical analysis of political realities and personal experiences from a variety of 
perspectives of women of color. 

Chrislip, D.D. &: Larson, D.E. (1994). Collaborative leadership: How citizens and 
civic leaders can make a difference. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
The focus of the book is on how to deal with major community challenges. It reviews 
recent approaches in collaborative problem solving. It presents exemplary cases of 
collaboration; identifies the skills and tools that are necessary for collaboration, and reports 
the results of such collaborative efforts. The "intangible" results of successful collabora
tion include a sense of interdependence and a deeper connection with others, two funda
mental building blocks of community. 

Kohn, A. (1986). No contest: The case against competition. New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company. 
In a philosophical style, Kohn systematically debunks popular myths about the benefits 
of competition: that it is an inevitable part of human nature, that competition enhances 
productivity, and that it builds character and is more enjoyable. Instead, Kohn cites other 
literature which shows that cooperation can be much more beneficial to groups than 
competition. He concludes that whenever and wherever there is competition, some will 
always loose. 

Lorde, A. (1984). Sister outsider: Essays and speeches. Freedom, CA: Crossing 
Press. 
This collection of essays and speeches by Audre Lorde constitutes a powerful analysis of 
various societal conditions and issues, including racism, lesbianism, sexism, oppression, and 
sexuality, from a personal and political perspective. While the various chapters are each 
individual essays or speeches, their perspectives are unified around issues of institutional 
and social power, and personal responsibility and power. 

Mattessich, P.w. &: Monsey, B.R. (1992). Collaboration: What makes it work. 
St. Paul, MN: Amherst H. Wilder Foundation. 
The purpose of this monograph is to review and summarize the research literature on 
factors involved in successful collaboration. Nineteen factors that influence collaboration 
are identified and grouped into six categories: environment, membership, process/struc
ture, communications, purpose and resources. The third chapter includes for each of the 
nineteen factors, a description, a list of implications, and an actual illustration. The final 
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chapter helps the reader understand how to use the information and apply it to real 
situations. 

Nair, K. (1994). A hiiher standard of leadership: Lessons from the life of 
Gandhi. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler. 
This book uses the philosophy and life of Gandhi to examine and redefine leadership in 
terms of encouraging service and developing a consistent moral standard in all aspects of 
a person's life. It illuminates the teachings of Gandhi and makes them accessible and 
applicable to those interested in leadership. This book is a valuable resource and a mean
ingful tool. 

Wmer, M. & Ray, K. (1994). Collaboration handbook: Creatini. sustainini and 
enjoyini the journey. St. Paul, MN: Amherst H. Wilder Foundation. 
This handbook expands upon Mattessich and Monsey's Collaboration: What Makes It 
Work. It addresses collaboration in four stages, moving from individual-to-individual, indi
vidual-to-organization, organization-to-organization, and organizations-to-community. 
Using the metaphor of a journey, the workbook takes the reader through the process of 
collaboration from definition to application. The authors introduce a case study at the 
beginning of the handbook and draw on examples from the case throughout the 
following chapters. 
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COMMON PURPOSE 

Tell me and I'll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I'll 

understand. 

-Chinese Proverb 

Common Purpose means to work with others within a shared set of aims and values. 

Having these shared aims facilitates the group's ability to engage in collective analysis of 

the issues at hand and the task to be undertaken. Common purpose is best achieved when 

all members of the group share in the vision and participate actively in articulating the 

purpose and goals of the group's work. Recognizing the common purpose and mission 

of the group helps to generate the high level of trust that any successful collaboration 

requires. 

CREATING COMMON PURPOSE 

One way to generate common purpose within a group is for one person to form a 

provocative and engaging vision and then persuade others to adopt this vision as their 

own. Block (1993) characterizes this approach as "enrolling" others to support a vision 

that has already been formulated (often by a positional leader). Block contrasts this 

"selling" or "persuading" approach with what he calls "engaging," where the group 

members work together in order to define their common purpose (Block also calls this 

second approach "partnership." "Engaging" is probably more collaborative than enrolling 

because it provides each individual with an opportunity to develop some sense of personal 

ownership over the group's common purpose). 

It is possible to conceive of a continuum with "enrolling" at one end and "engaging" at 

the other. In our model, enrolling occurs when a positional leader or some other 

individual (or a small group) develops a vision which is used to recruit others, who may 

voluntarily join the group by accepting the vision or common purpose that has already 

been defined. At the other extreme of the continuum, a group of individuals is 

"engaged" to work together to determine a common purpose or vision which has not 

as yet been defined. In this latter case we have a completely "grassroots" process where 

individuals freely share their needs and dreams for the group as they search for a 

common goal or purpose. In between these two extremes, we would find a group that 

forms initially around a general idea or concept that has been developed by one 

member but which need to be further defined and shaped through collaborative 
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deliberation. In such groups it may well be that the final common purpose bears little 

relationship to the initial concept. 

Is there any real difference, for the participant, between embracing an already-defined 

vision and participating in the formulation of that vision with others? Isn't the real issue 

how effectively the group is able to pursue and achieve its common purpose, however 

defined? Will the individual pursue someone else's vision with the same degree of enthu

siasm or commitment? What is it that motivates us when we adopt another's vision? Is 

it the vision itself that determines each individual's level of commitment, or is it those 

other things that accompany the fulfillment of that vision-working for social change, 

feeling a sense of accomplishment, or being in a collaborative relationship with others? 

While one can never be sure of the answers to such questions, it seems obvious that 

group members will be more likely to develop a strong commitment to the group effort 

if they have played a part in helping to shape the group's common purpose. For this 

reason alone it is important to encourage a newly-formed group to discuss and evaluate 

its common purpose, even if that purpose has been previously articulated by a single 

"leader" and even if"buying in" to that purpose was a precondition for joining this group. 

No common purpose, in other words, should be "set in stone" without extensive 

group discussion. 

We have devoted so much attention to these two approaches to the development of 

common purpose because both are possible within the "Social Change Model of 

Leadership Development." Sometimes the common purpose can be defined by one or 

a few individuals who feel passionately about some problem or outcome, in which case 

the vision is used to recruit other group members; in other cases, the group is first assem

bled and then charged with the responsibility for defining its task or common purpose. 

In either case, however, it is essential that all participants be engaged actively in 

discussing, refining, and revising the group's common purpose. 

THE PLACE OF COMMON PURPOSE IN THE MODEL 

Common Purpose is intimately connected to the other "C's" in the Social Change Model 

of Leadership Development. In certain respects it serves as a "bridge" among the three 

sets of values: individual, group, and community/society. For example, while "common 

purpose" is a group value, it connects individuals to the group because it requires that 

each individual ultimately embrace a similar conception of what the group is trying to 

accomplish. At the same time, common purpose necessarily connects the group and its 

individual members to the community/society since "common purpose" is ordinarily 

defined in terms of some hoped-for change that will benefit or serve others. 
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Common purpose is, of course, predicated on the three individual values--conscious

ness of set( congruence, and commitment---since it is difficult for any group to define 

a common purpose if the individual members are not self-aware (i.e., know their own 

values, desires, passions, and hopes) and/or unable or unwilling to share their values with 

each other (be congruent). Also, without the energy provided by the commitments of the 

individual members it will be very difficult to implement the group's common purpose. 

Indeed, even defining a common purpose will be a difficult task unless there is a level of 

individual commitment sufficient to sustain the group through its initial deliberations. 

At the group level, common purpose not only provides the form and direction for the 

collaborative effort, but also helps to sustain the group during controversy and to 

insure that the controversy is engaged in with civility: "Let's not allow our differences 

to divide us; remember why we are all here working together." 

Finally, at the level of the community/society, a clearly delineated common purpose repre

sents a collective statement of how and why the group's hoped-for social change will be 

of benefit to others (citizenship). In this connection, it should be mentioned that, in the 

absence of any "citizenship" considerations, a group that has common purpose combined 

with strong commitment can pose a serious hazard to society. Most examples of 

zealotry and fanaticism throughout history have involved groups that are bound 

together by strong commitment to a common purpose that is antisocial. Citizenship, in 

other words, is that value that steers common purpose in directions that are socially 

responsible and life-enhancing. 

SAMPLE ACTIVITIES FOR UNDERSTANDING AND DEVELOPING 

COMMON PURPOSE 

At least two kinds of dilemmas can arise in trying to establish a common purpose within 

a leadership group. The first type develops when an individual has formulated an idea or 

vision, but is having a difficult time enrolling or engaging others. Often this problem 

occurs because the initiator is unwilling to "bend" sufficiently from the original 

conception to attract other participants. The other kind of dilemma arises when the group 

seems unable to define a common purpose for itself. The following suggestions may be 

helpful in learning how to deal with both types of dilemmas. 

A. Hypothetical cases:You may want to create a relevant case study based on your 

own experience or on issues that are similar to current campus problems. Students 
can even write their own case studies. A leadership development group can then 
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be formed to "role play" the different group members portrayed in the case study, 

with the ultimate aim of trying to forge a common purpose . 

... Real situations: A slightly more "real" approach would be to have students brain
storm a variety of local campus or community issues about which the students 

have concerns. The group would be charged with the responsibility for defining 
and rationalizing a common purpose for subsequent leadership development work. 

One difficult problem that is likely to arise in this situation is the wide range of 
issues and problems that the group will have to wade through. A likely outcome in 

such a situation is that there will not be unanimity about the choice of the issue, in 
which case some students may drop out. The remaining students could then be 
encouraged to "flesh out" the common purpose in terms of specific strategies, divi

sion of labor, and so on . 

... Resolving competing demands: The major reason why common purpose is 
sometimes hard to achieve is that different participants have concerns, values, and 
competing interests. Again, a role playing situation could be devised to show how 
students could work together to find a common purpose, in spite of their 

competing demands. The process to be used here would be one of negotiating 
toward "yes." Before there is any discussion of diverse views, an agreement would 
be made that all those participating would stay with the process until a common 
view and mutually beneficial vision of working together is established. Such an 

exercise is an excellent opportunity to develop students' mediation, listening, and 
negotiating skills. 

ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

Block, P. (1993) Stewardship: Choosing service over self-interest. San Francisco: 
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc. 
This book is focused on for-profit organizations but has useful insights for those 
studying leadership in a variety of organizations. Block defines what "reengineering" 
could really be--the empowerment and engagement of all the talents of collaborators in 
determining what is worth doing together. 

Drath, W.H. and Palus, C.J. (1994). Making common sense; Leadership as 
meaning-making in a community of practice, Greensboro, NC: Center for 
Creative Leadership. 
This resource sets forth a new vision of leadership and discusses the paradigm shifts that 
are occurring in the leadership development field. The booklet is short and too the point 
but provides considerable material to digest and discuss. 
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CONTROVERSY WITH CIVILITY 

Be calm in arguing;for fierceness makes error afault, and truth discourtesy. 

-George Herbert 

Disagreements are inherent in almost any social interaction or group development process. 

They can occur in personal friendships, in student government associations, in classrooms, 

in residence halls, in service learning activities, in employment situations, and in virtu

ally every other situation which involves human beings in interaction with one another. 

Most individuals who find themselves involved in leadership development groups want 

to learn how to approach disagreements to resolve them fairly and to improve the quality 

of interpersonal interactions. Resolving controversies with civility makes it easier for all 

group members to be congruent and to work more effectively with one another. 

CAN CONTROVERSY BE CIVIL AND BENEFICIAL? 

Controversy with civility acknowledges, first, that there will be important and potentially 

creative differences in viewpoint within any leadership development group and that these 

opposing views can be aired and eventually resolved through cooperative, open, and 

honest dialogue which are satisfYing or beneficial to all. It is a value whereby different 

views are expected and honored with a group commitment to understand the sources 

of the disagreement and to work cooperatively toward common solutions. 

It is easy to see the problems inherent in the airing of significant disagreements: group 

time spent "unproductively," interpersonal antagonism, and the risk of losing sight of the 

group's common purpose. But what are the possible benefits of trusting the group process 

to resolve issues? Writing from the perspective of a business organization, Tjosvold (1993) 

sees" cooperative conflict" as providing us with a means to "integrate personal needs for 

individuality and fulfillment with organization's requirements for productivity and 

innovation" (p. 5). He argues that by agreeing to approach resolution of differences in a 

respectful (civil) manner the group encourages the expression of a range of personal and 

potentially useful views and ideas. At the most basic level, this type of group process 

encourages problem awareness, improved solutions and productivity, by engaging group 

members in discussions which highlight the real issues. These discussions facilitate 

creative responses to problems and ultimately make more efficient use of resources. The 

group process also facilitates personal development (consciousness of self) by making indi

viduals aware of their impact on others, knowledge and creativity, (improved cognitive 
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abilities that come from listening and gaining information from others) and awareness 

(understanding each member's cherished values and how each reacts to different inter

personal styles). Individuals also develop psychological maturity, becoming less egocen

tric by considering the reactions of others. Group members exhibit increased morale, as 

they release tension and gain trust in a process which provides a productive way to voice their 

personal concerns. Most importantly, the process makes organizational change possible 

by creating an atmosphere which enables group members to challenge the status quo. 

CONTROVERSY VS. CONFLICT 

Although much of the organizational literature labels the disagreement and controversy 

which inevitably occurs within any problem-solving group as "conflict," we want to 

emphasize that there is a subtle but critical distinction in terminology that needs to be 

stressed. In the Social Change Model for Leadership Development, controversy refers 

to the disagreements and disputes which arise when those holding contrasting perspec

tives and opinions are encouraged to share their views with the other group members. 

By committing themselves to understand the nature of the disagreement and to seek a 

satisfactory resolution "with civility," the group provides a "safe" environment for 

acting with congruence and for enhancing knowledge of self and of others. 

Group members can respect and value the diversity represented in their team and find 

common purpose by identifYing those issues that are truly important to the group. In 

this trusting atmosphere individuals will find it easier to collaborate, to strengthen their 

personal committnent, and to reach beyond their individual agendas to create positive 

change for the betterment of others (citizenship). Controversy, in short, is viewed as an 

inevitable part of group interaction which can reinforce the other values in the Model 

if it occurs in an atmosphere of civility. 

By contrast, the term conflict has more of a negative connotation and suggests compet

itiveness, hostility and other negative emotional states and, in the extreme, violence. 

Whereas controversy suggests a process that may be resolved positively-with a solution 

that is beneficial to all--conflict implies either irreconcilable differences or "winners" and 

"losers." 

In order to produce positive outcomes from controversy, individuals must be willing to 

discuss their differences openly and to understand the true nature of their disagreements. 

Being in "conflict;' on the other hand, implies an unwillingness to negotiate and to "hear 

the other side" because conflict is inherently competitive and emphasizes "winning" more 

than problem solving. The process of discussing opposing views with civility and 
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respect for all perspectives voiced is much more likely to lead individuals to reach 

common understanding on the real issues; mere conflict will not. In this sense, contro

versy with civility provides group members with a means to gain more extensive 

understanding not only of each other, but also the complexity of the issues being 

discussed. 

WHAT TOOLS ARE NEEDED TO RESOLVE CONTROVERSY WITH CIVILITY? 

Effectively resolving opposing views and opinions requires an understanding of the indi

viduals involved: their assumptions, their values, and their goals (Avruch, 1991). Cultural 

differences, how power and authority are understood, and the specific socio-cultural 

context of the disagreement must also be considered to gain insight and resolution of the 

controversy. In order for controversy with civility to exist as a group process value, a 

significant understanding of both individual and group values must also occur. 

But controversy is not merely to be resolved; rather it should be seen as an integral part 

of the group's attempt to find the most effective means of implementing its common 

purpose. It can also be a critical part of the process of defining a common purpose. 

Researchers have suggested several means to build skills in civil controversy, including 

negotiation, role playing, and listening strategies (Rahim, 1986; Covey, 1989; and 

Tjosvold, 1993). Exercises which help an individual to develop better listening skills (to 

really hear another's opinion) makes it possible for group members to go beyond their 

personal agendas and to understand what motivates others in the group. Simply 

spending a few moments to "repeat and recall" ("I believe you said this") during 

group discussions can help eliminate misunderstanding and tension. 

Additionally, any exercise which helps individuals to consider how their actions and words 

will influence the reactions and behaviors of others can build skills for resolving differ

ences in a productive fashion. Understanding how your statements and actions make 

others feel may help to "censor" the expression of anger and other emotionally

charged language and behavior. Similarly, having strategies available to control strongly 

emotional reactions in interpersonal instructions help group members to "take time out;' 

reflect, and ultimately to interact with one another in a reasonable and civil manner. Tech

niques can range from briefly distancing oneself from emotionally-charged situations (via 

humor, taking "time out," or briefly leaving the room) to engaging group members in 

reflective ("processing") discussions about their reactions and behaviors in the group. Such 

discussions, honestly engaged, can help to build an atmosphere of trust and respect. Since 

no honest dialogue is likely to occur if individuals fear retaliation from others with 
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differing opinions, the group may initially want to "level the playing field" by setting 

ground rules for acceptable conduct and interactions during group meetings. Once these 

guidelines are agreed upon, the group will have, in effect, a civil "code of conduct" which 

will guide the airing of controversy. 

BUILDING COMMUNITY THROUGH CIVIL DISCOURSE 

It is not surprising that disagreements are more likely to be resolved with civility in 

groups that have a strong sense of community. According to Peck (1987), the three char

acteristics of true community are inclusivity, commitment, and consensus. When 

opposing views emerge in organizations characterized by a commitment to community, 

there are no "sides" of feelings or competitiveness. Members are: 

... skilled at listening and understanding, where they respect each others' gifts and 

accept each others' limitations, where they celebrate their differences and bind each 

others' wounds, where they are committed to a struggling together rather than 

against each other [peck, 1987,p. 71}. 

In The Spirit of Community, Etzioni (1993) calls for a return to social virtues, 

concerns, and responsibilities. Community must be a place in which people know and 

care for one another. Controversy, when it occurs in a community, is more likely to be 

civil if it is inspired by the virtues of shared values (common purpose), concern for one 

another and personal responsibility (commitment and congruence). Disagreement 

occurs without contention because individuals focus on the issues, not the individuals 

involved. Individual members reach a higher level of understanding and awareness by 

showing concern for other's viewpoints and exhibiting an attitude of care toward one 

another. 

Banfield (1992) defines civility as "a solicitude for the interest of the whole society, a 

concern for the common good" (p. 1). Particularly in the case of real communities, civility 

as a philosophy and way of acting respectfully toward others is an ever-present value. In 

fact, for disagreements to be discussed in a reasonable manner, civility must be an explicit 

organizational value. Community members share a collective self-consciousness based on 

the collaboration of individuals with diverse dispositions. Banfield (1992) calls civility an 

attitude and a mode of action. 
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CONTROVERSIES AND REALITY: AN EVERGREEN PROCESS 

In the "real world" disagreements cannot always be resolved through peaceful or coop

erative approaches. Some individuals avoid conflict altogether, while others use highly 

aggressive and confrontive approaches to controversy. The major barriers to resolving 

disagreements with civility include strong self-interest, strongly held values which the indi

vidual refuses to express or acknowledge, an unwillingness to cooperate with others, 

defensive communication, a fear that something will be lost or given up, and a lack of a 

cooperative or "win-win" philosophy among group members. All of these barriers, it 

should be emphasized, can be lowered through adherence to the other values in the 

model, especially congruence, consciousness of self, commitment, common purpose, and 

collaboration. 

As framed by Covey (1989), opposing viewpoints may be resolved to positive ends by 

adopting a "win-win" philosophy. As he describes it, the win-win approach is: 

... a frame cif mind and heart that constantly seeks benifits in all human interac

tions. Win-win means that agreements or solutions are mutually benifiaal, mutu

ally satiifying [Covey, 1989, p. 207}. 

In conclusion, to invite and value controversy with civility expresses an attitude or philos

ophy which helps to foster healthy and honest group relations which can ultimately 

produce the most creative and mutually satisfying outcomes. This process can facilitate 

innovation and change, lead to better decisions, and encourage consideration of new ideas 

and approaches. The process also transcends the work environment to result in better 

social relations within communities, across governments and on a global scale. Both indi

viduals and the group as a whole will learn and grow from approaching differences with 

an integrative and collaborative philosophy based on values of cooperation and mutually 

satisfying outcomes. 

ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

Avruch, K., Black, P.w., & Scimecca, J.A. (Eds.) (1991). Conflict resolution. 
New York: Greenwood Press. 
In most of the chapters found in this anthology are case studies about how specific non
Western, nonindustrial societies resolve or fail to resolve their internal conflicts. It is argued 
that sometimes conflicts can be beneficial and that "harmony" is not always the ideal. The 
authors identify cultural principles that transcend specific conflicts. Relevant empirical 
data and analyses are reported. 
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Covey, S.R. (1989). The 7 habits of highly effective people. New York: Fireside. 
This book outlines seven habits which can be used to approach and solve problems from 
a principle-centered perspective. Habit four in the book describes thinking from a win
win approach and principles of interpersonal leadership. Covey advocates a win-win 
philosophy or mindset to approaching problems or conflicts. Stories, anecdotes, and visual 
imagery are used to illustrate how the seven habits are applied in real situations. 

Etzioni, A. (1993). The spirit of community: The reinvention of American 
society. New York: Touchstone. 

Etzioni discusses why the critical institutions of American society (e.g., family) are in crisis. 
This perspective is based on the principles of the communitarian movement, an envi
ronmental movement dedicated to the betterment of the moral, social, and political envi
ronment of the nation. Principles such as shared values, mutual understanding, and 
responsibility are deemed as integral to restoring a national sense of community. 

Peck, M.S. (1987). The different drum: Community-making and peace. New 
York: Touchstone. 
Peck explores the meaning of community and provides an outline for developing 
community. Utilizing anecdotes and scenarios related to various communities he has 
personally explored, Peck identifies the essence of community. The primary character
istics which inspired a sense of community, as well as the stages of community-making 
are described in detail. 

Rahim, M.A. (1986). Managing conflict in organizations. New York: Praeger. 
The author describes conflict as "an interactive state manifested" in disagreements and 
difference. Conflict may be viewed as a continuum from cooperative to competitive 
conflict. Cooperative conflict involves all parties reaching satisfactory outcomes, whereas 
competitive conflict results in zero-sum outcomes (someone gaining at someone else's 
expense). "Cooperative conflict" implies resolution of disagreements with civility, while 
"competitive conflict" as simply conflict where views are not reconcilable. 

Shils, E. (1991). Civility and civil society. In E.C. Banfield (Ed.), Civility and 
citizenship in liberal democratic societies (pp. 1-15). 
This book is a compilation of perspectives on civility and citizenship. Relating his per
spective to an inclusive collective self-conscious, Shils explores the dynamics of developing 
civility for an entire society. Based on such basic principles as courtesy and temperate speech, 
Shils promotes civility as an essential component of working effectively with conflict. 

Tjosvold, D. (1993). Learning to manage conflict. New York: Lexington Books. 
Through case analysis and discussion Tjosvold defines elements of cooperative conflict 
theory, suggesting that the adoption of a cooperative framework to resolve conflict results 
in positive outcomes for individuals and their organizations. Here again, we see the 
author's use of "cooperative conflict" as analogous to what we call "controversy:' where 
there are possibilities to resolve opposing views. Tjosvold suggests that in mediating 
disagreements, individuals should analyze their cooperative and competitive goals, 
decide how they can promote mutual goals, develop open discussion strategies, and reflect 
and learn from these experiences to improve their mediation and discussion skills. 
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CITIZENSHIP 

Never doubt that a small group if thoughiful, committed citizens can change the 

world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has. 

-Margaret Mead 

Since "citizenship" can have several different meanings, it is important to understand the 

special sense in which it is being used as a component of the Social Change Model of 

Leadership Development. To speak of an individual as a "citizen" requires us to think in 

terms of multiple communities, large and small, to which the individual belongs. But 

"citizenship," in the context of the model, means much more than mere membership; 

rather, it implies active engagement of the individual (and the leadership group) in an 

effort to serve that community, as well as a "citizens mind"-a set of values and beliefs 

that connects an individual in a responsible manner to others. Citizenship, in other words, 

implies social or civic responsibility. It is the value that responsibly connects the individual 

and the leadership group to the larger community or society. At a more basic human 

level, citizenship is about another "C," the value of caring about others. 

The value of citizenship thus anchors the Leadership Development Model in all forms 

of community and society of which the leadership development group is a part. It serves 

to underscore the fact that the "social change" toward which any leadership activity is 

directed is ultimately intended for the betterment of others and of the larger commu

nity/society. 

WHAT IS CITIZENSHIP? 

In searching for formal definitions of citizenship that reflects its intended use in the 

model, we came upon the following: 

Citizenship: the character if an individual viewed as a member of society ... * 

Dictionary definitions of citizenship typically speak of " rights " and "privileges" as well 

as" duties;' While our conception of citizenship clearly emphasizes the duties (respon

sibilities) of citizenship, we also believe that being able to serve others or to serve one's 

community is one of the "privileges" of citizenship. 

*The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 1966, p. 270. 
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CITIZENSHIP AND HIGHER EDUCATION 

Citizenship is an especially relevant value for leadership development in a higher 

education setting, since most colleges and universities explicitly espouse educational goals 

for students such as "social responsibility" and "preparation for citizenship" in their cata

logues and mission statements. Most institutions also include "public service" or 

"community service" (along with teaching and research) as one of the core aspects of 

their overall mission. 

In the United States, citizenship is inextricably connected to the concept of democracy. 

whereby "power is vested in the people" who, in turn, pool their wisdom, talent, and 

resources in order to govern themselves. Given that higher education educates most of 

the professionals and future positional leaders in this country, including all of the 

teachers and administrators in the lower schools, it has enormous potential to improve 

the overall quality of American democracy through its curriculum and cocurriculum. 

Nevertheless, given the marginal condition of democracy in the United States-most citi

zens do not vote, many are ill-informed about the political process, and alienation from 

"government" is at an all time high-it is time for higher education to take a hard look 

at how effectively it prepares students for citizenship: 

The most critical demand is to restore to higher education its original purpose of 

preparing graduates for a life <if involved and committed citizenship ... ** 

CITIZENSHIP AND THE OTHER "C's" 

While the practice of citizenship is usually associated with "external" behaviors such as 

public service, political discussion and debate, and campaigning and voting, none of these 

behaviors is likely to occur in the absence of appropriate "internal" conditions: an under

standing of how democratic government is supposed to function, an appreciation of one's 

personal responsibilities under such a form of government, and a willingness, if not a 

determination, to be an active participant. These "internal" traits, which are closely aligned 

with the Model's individual values-Consciousness of Self, Congruence, and Commit

ment-are precisely the kinds of qualities that educational institutions are in an ideal posi

tion to foster. 

** Newman Report on Hi~her Education, Princeton, N.J.: Carnegie Foundation for the Advance
ment of Learning, 1985. 
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In many respects the group values underlying the Social Change Model of Leadership 

Development are equally critical to good citizenship and an effectively functioning 

democracy. The "Common Purpose" of citizens in a democracy, for example, is well stated 

in the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution: 

... establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common difense, 

promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our 

posterity ... 

At the same time, democracy is, at root, a "Collaborative" form of government where citi

zens work together cooperatively to secure mutual benefits that they cannot obtain indi

vidually. This collaborative spirit is also captured in the Preamble: 

ffi the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union ... 

Finally, in a highly diverse society like the United States, open political discussion and 

debate is an absolute necessity, especially if there is to be any hope of identifying the 

common purpose toward which citizens can work collaboratively. Such openness 

clearly requires that citizens not only be willing to engage in "Controversy," but also be 

able to do it "with Civility." In many respects the "town hall" meetings that character

ized early American democracy exemplify this last value. In this connection, it is inter

esting to examine the dictionary definition of "town hall": "a hall or building ... used for 

the transaction of the town's business, for public debate, [emphasis added] etc." 

In short, the Social Change Model for Leadership Development can, in many respects, 

be viewed as a means for providing students with direct experience in "participatory 

democracy" and with an opportunity to experience" citizenship in action." 

CITIZENSHIP IN PRACTICE: LEADERSHIP FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 

In our Social Change Model of Leadership Development, Citizenship is the value which 

"puts flesh on the bones of social change." In one sense, it is the desired outcome of the 

group's efforts. The leadership effort is thus directed toward change which benefits and 

serves others. Who, then, are these "others"? 

In the most basic sense, the practice of good citizenship must begin at the level of the 

leadership development group, where each individual assumes responsibility for enhancing 

the experience of every other member and the functioning of the group as a whole. At 

the individual level, you (the participant) can strive to help other participants to be 

congruent, to enhance consciousness of self, and to strengthen their commitment 
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to the leadership development effort. At the group level, you can work together with 

other participants to help identify a common purpose, to experience controversy 

with civility, and to collaborate on behalf of the overall group effort. In other words, 

the practice of good citizenship at the level of the leadership development group is to 

cultivate and honor the other "C's" in yourself, in others, and in the overall group effort. 

If the leadership development group is convened under the auspices of a college or 

university, then the practice of "good citizenship" necessarily takes into account the 

group's effect on other students, faculty and staff, and the institution in general: does the 

group effort serve or otherwise enhance the experience of others within the academic 

community? Of course, if the group's chosen service project is "internal" (that is 

directed toward effecting change within the institution), then the practice of "good citi

zenship" within the institution is of central importance. 

Ultimately, by embracing the value of citizenship, each group member becomes 

committed to insuring that the group effort serves and benefits the service recipients 

themselves, the local community, and the society at large. A critical consideration here is 

how the service recipients (whether they be internal to the institution or residents of 

some outside community) view their own needs and problems. "Service" that is neither 

requested nor desired can often backfire, despite the best intentions of the leadership 

group. For this reason, it is risky for any group to develop its common purpose, 

without at least some intensive consultation with those individuals who will be affected 

by the service activity. Citizenship, in other words, requires that each of us takes some time 

and trouble to learn about our fellow citizens. 

One way to visualize these different "levels" of citizenship IS to Imagme a set of 

concentric circles, with the smallest (most interior) circle representing the individual, the 

next large one representing the group, the next larger the institution, and so on, with the 

largest (most exterior) circle representing the society at large. Considerations of "good citi

zenship" should ideally intersect all circles in the set. 

ANNOTATED REFERENCES 

Barber, B.R. (1992). An aristocracy of everyone. New York: Ballatine Books. 
The premise of this book is that the existence of a true democracy is largely contingent 
upon citizens who are educated with the knowledge and competence to govern their 
lives. In the author's words, "education is the enabler of democracy." Attention is given 
not only to the relationship between education and democracy but also schools and polit
ical institutions, and classrooms and civil society. Of special interest is the chapter 
devoted to teaching democracy through community service. 
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Boyte. H.C. (1989). Common wealth. New York: Free Press. 
This book takes a historical look at the American political tradition of active citizen poli
tics. Boyte examines the causes that have eroded this tradition through most of the twen
tieth century, and explores the present conditions that necessitate the return of active civic 
life. The author also provides a theoretical critique of current citizen organizing efforts. 

The Constitution of the United States of America. 
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